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Highlights

- Tuition Calc Flag for Student Group Pop-Select Update
- Financial Aid Regs & Legs I
- Updates to Core AD and SR tables to Support Common Attributes Frameworks for Latin America
- Updated Test Score Layouts for TOEFL and College Board
- Crystal to BI Publisher Conversion of Key SF Reports
Additional Features

- Activity Management, Program Enrollment, and Research Tracking Enhancements
- Campus Solutions Self Service Mobile
- Common Attributes Framework Enhancements
- Row-Level Security Enhancements
Academic Advising

- No alerts in this bundle.
Campus Community

- Additional Fields added to SACR User Security Replacement and Mass User Security Replacement
Financial Aid

- Page PeopleCode change on PACKAGE_PLAN_TABLE
- Re-Delivered Page ISIR_CPS_GEN_INF14
- Re-Delivered Cobols and SQR: FAP00SLD.cbl FAPINAS Cobols 3,4,5 FARTIRTN.sqr
- Re-Delivered App Package: SFA_PF_XML_LOAD
- 2013-14 Profile Misc. Data Page - Change in Field Length for SFA_PF_EXPLLN_TXT
Recruiting and Admissions

- Re-Delivered AppClass SAD_ADM_APPL Web Services

- Re-Delivered Core Admissions Tables: ADM_APPL_DATA, ADM_APPL_PROG, and ADM_APPL_PLAN/SBPLAN

- Re-Delivered Core SQRs: adappdel.sqr, adappgen.sqc, adappupd.sqc, adouaups.sqc, admpgpgs.sqr, adpgsins.sqr
Student Financials

- Re-Delivered AppEngine - SSF_PRNT_INV
- Re-Delivered Cobols
  SFPQPMTS.cbl
  SFPQKPST.cbl
  SFP1098P.cbl
  SFPFECAL.cbl
- 13 SF Reports Converted from Crystal to BI Publisher
Student Records

- Re-Delivered Core SR Tables: ACAD_PROG, ACAD_PLAN, ACAD_SUBPLAN
- Re-Delivered Core SR Cobols SQRs: SRPCEPRD.cbl, srgrdupd.sqc, srgrddrv.sqr
- Student Center Internet Explorer 10 Compatibility Update
- XML Transcript Deletion from AppServ XMLP Folder
- Security Change: Milestones added to SACR Security
Key Testing Areas

- CC User Security Replacement
- CC Student Group Pop-Select
- FA INAS/ISIR Processing
- FA Return of Title IV Processing
- AD Admissions Application Entry
- AD Admissions Matriculation/Batch Matriculation
Key Testing Areas (cont.)

- SF Student Invoices
- SF 1098T Printing
- SF Payment Applier
- SF BI Publisher Reports
- SR Student Program Plan Updates/Corrections
- SR XML Transcripts
- SR Milestones
Q & A
Campus Solutions Bundle #31 Summary Review

By Ryan Foxworthy on Nov 13, 2013
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HEUG Colleagues,

I have been encouraged by many of you to submit my Bundle Summary as a Blog on the HEUG. This is my first time doing this, so I would ask for your patience as I try this new medium to present my review notes to you all.

I have completed my review of CS Bundle #31 and I can say that this bundle was overall a light one but high on impacts. This bundle sees new functionality being rolled out to help support our Latin American Colleagues along with Regs and Legs I for Financial Aid. In addition, we are continuing to see the gradual phasing out of Crystal Reports from Campus Solutions as SF has had a large number of reports adapted for BI Publisher.

This Bundle also saw increased functionality for Campus Solutions Self-Service mobile with the delivered web services supporting Enrollment, Financial Aid, and Student Financials. On a technical side, we also see some additional Row Level security options delivered as well as updates to the current User Security Replacement process.

Below please find the DocID for Functional Documentation pertaining to this Bundle. https://support.oracle.com
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